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Symmetry-breaking transitions are a well-understood phenomenon of closed quantum systems
in quantum optics, condensed matter, and high energy physics. However, symmetry breaking in
open systems is less thoroughly understood, in part due to the richer steady-state and symmetry
structure that such systems possess. For the prototypical open system—a Lindbladian—a uni-
tary symmetry can be imposed in a “weak” or a “strong” way. We characterize the possible Zn

symmetry breaking transitions for both cases. In the case of Z2, a weak-symmetry-broken phase
guarantees at most a classical bit steady-state structure, while a strong-symmetry-broken phase
admits a partially-protected steady-state qubit. Viewing photonic cat qubits through the lens of
strong-symmetry breaking, we show how to dynamically recover the logical information after any
gap-preserving strong-symmetric error; such recovery becomes perfect exponentially quickly in the
number of photons. Our study forges a connection between driven-dissipative phase transitions and
error correction.

While an open quantum system typically evolves to-
ward a thermal state [1], non-thermal steady states
emerge in the presence of an external drive [2, 3] or via
reservoir engineering [4, 5]. In particular, systems with
multiple steady states have recently attracted much at-
tention due to their ability to remember initial conditions
[6–17]. For Markovian environments, this involves study-
ing Lindblad superoperators (Lindbladians) [18–20] that
possess multiple eigenvalues of zero [21].

On the one hand, Lindbladians with such degenerate
steady states are the key ingredient for passive error cor-
rection [22–33]. In this paradigm, the degenerate steady-
state structure of an appropriately engineered Lindbla-
dian stores the logical information, and the Lindbladian
passively protects this information from certain errors
by continuously mapping any leaked information back
into the structure without distortion. An important task
remains to identify generic systems that host such pro-
tected qubit steady-state structures, and classify the er-
rors that can be corrected in this way.

On the other hand, the presence of a ground-state de-
generacy in the infinite-size limit of a closed system is a
salient feature of symmetry breaking (e.g. the ferromag-
netic ground states of the Ising model) [34]. While the
study of analogous phase transitions in open systems has
become a rich and active field [3, 35–48] with significant
experimental relevance [49–53], attention has focused on
the steady-state degeneracy in symmetry-broken phases
only recently [54–56].

Since steady-state degeneracy is a requirement for both
passive error correction and symmetry breaking, it is nat-
ural to ask whether there are any connections between
the two phenomena. Here, we begin to shed light on
this interesting and important direction by (A) describ-
ing how the dimension and structure of the steady-state

manifold changes across a dissipative phase transition,
and (B) identifying any passive protection due to the
symmetry-broken phase (we will often drop the word
symmetry below).

To this end, we emphasize an important distinction be-
tween “weak” and “strong” transitions which is unique to
open systems. This difference stems from the dissipative
part of the Lindbladian which can respect a symmetry in
two separate ways, as first noted by Buča and Prosen [6].
We show that the Z2 strong-broken phase encodes a qubit
in its steady-state structure in the infinite-size limit, and
that errors preserving this structure can be passively cor-
rected. Our analysis is made concrete by considering a
driven-dissipative photonic mode—a minimal model for
the study of both non-equilibrium transitions [54] and
bosonic error-correcting codes [24].

Generic Zn symmetry breaking.—We consider open
systems governed by a Lindblad master equation

dρ

dt
= L(ρ) = −i[H, ρ] +

∑
i

(
2LiρL

†
i − {L†iLi, ρ}

)
, (1)

with density matrix ρ, Hamiltonian H, dissipators Li,
and Lindbladian L. A strong symmetry is satisfied if
there exists an operator P such that [H,P ] = [Li, P ] =
0,∀i. A weak symmetry is satisfied if [L,P] = 0, where
P(·) = P (·)P †. We will showcase differences between
previously studied weak-symmetry transitions and the
strong-symmetry ones we introduce here, focusing on
changes to the dimension and structure of the steady-
state manifold.

Let us review [54] weak Z2-symmetry breaking, which
is similar to conventional closed-system symmetry break-
ing and is ubiquitous in open systems [35, 44, 45]. Here,
P is a parity operator that satisfies P |±〉 = ±|±〉 with
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Zn sym. definition sufficient condition s.s. transition

strong [L,Pl,r] = 0 [H,P ] = [Li, P ] = 0 n-to-n2

weak [L,P] = 0 [H,P ] = {Li, P} = 0 1-to-n

TABLE I. Comparison of a strong vs. weak Zn symmetry of
L. The final column describes transitions in the dimension of
the steady state (s.s.) manifold (number of zero eigenvalues of
L) when going from the unbroken phase to the broken phase.

parity eigenvalues ±1 and sets of eigenstates {|±〉}. Its
superoperator version, P(·) = P (·)P †, possesses +1 and
−1 “superparity” eigenvalues, belonging respectively to
eigenoperators |±〉〈±| and |±〉〈∓|. A weak Z2 symmetry
P can thus be used to block-diagonalize L into two sec-
tors, L = Diag[L+,L−], one for each superparity. Since
the −1 superparity sector contains only traceless eigen-
operators, the (trace-one) steady state of a finite-size sys-
tem will necessarily have superparity +1 and be an eigen-
operator of L+. If a symmetry-broken order parameter
is to acquire a non-zero steady-state expectation value
in the infinite-size limit, L− must also pick up a zero-
eigenvalue eigenoperator, and positive/negative mixtures
of the original steady state and this new eigenoperator
will become the two steady states of the system (a “1-to-
2” transition).

In the strong case, there are two superparity superop-
erators, Pl(·) = P (·) and Pr(·) = (·)P †, that commute
with each other as well as with L. Their eigenvalues fur-
ther resolve the states |+〉〈+| from |−〉〈−| (and similarly
|+〉〈−| from |−〉〈+|), yielding the finer block diagonal-
ization L = Diag[L++,L−−,L+−,L−+]. The key obser-
vation is that both L++ and L−− have to admit steady-
state eigenoperators, since their respective sectors house
eigenoperators with nonzero trace. A strong transition is
therefore a 2-to-4 transition: the dimension of the steady-
state manifold increases from 2 to 4 as L−+ and L+− pick
up zero eigenvalues in the broken phase. This reasoning
generalizes to Zn symmetries (see Table I).

Steady-state structure in different Z2 phases.—Apart
from differences in the dimension of the steady-state
manifold, a weak-broken Z2 phase can yield at most a
classical bit structure, while a strong-broken phase can
yield a qubit steady-state manifold. To see this, we ex-
press the steady state of a Z2-symmetric model in the
parity basis, |~±〉 = (|±〉1, |±〉2, . . .), as

ρss =

(
s++ s+−
s−+ s−−

)
. (2)

Table II lists the “degrees of freedom” for the steady
state in each phase, i.e. which part of the matrix is al-
lowed to change depending on the initial condition ρi.
The strong-broken phase can remember both the relative
magnitude and phase of an initial state, which guaran-
tees that a qubit can be encoded into the steady state.
The strong-unbroken and weak-broken phases both host

Z2 phase s.s. freedom s.s. structure

strong, broken s++, s−−, s+−, s−+ qubit
strong, unbroken s++, s−− classical bit

weak, broken s+−, s−+ classical bit
weak, unbroken none unique

TABLE II. The structure and participating degrees of freedom
of the steady state (s.s.) matrix in Eq. (2) for different Z2

phases.

a classical bit structure, where classical mixtures remain
stable. The weak-unbroken phase will generically possess
a unique steady state.
Z2-symmetric model.—We make this general analy-

sis more concrete by focusing on a minimal driven-
dissipative example that exhibits both strong and weak
versions of Z2 symmetry-breaking transitions in an
infinite-size limit. Consider the rotating-frame Hamil-
tonian for a photonic cavity mode subject to a coherent
two-photon drive:

H = ωa†a+ λ
(
a2 + (a†)2

)
, (3)

where ω, λ ∈ R [10, 24, 57–59]. The Hamiltonian
possesses a Z2 symmetry with respect to Bose parity:
[H,P ] = 0, where P = exp(iπa†a). Dissipation can be
introduced in ways that respect strong or weak versions
of the parity symmetry. We present our strong case along
with the previously studied weak case [54], further devel-
oping the latter.

In the strong case, we consider two-photon loss L2 =√
κ2a

2 and dephasing Ld =
√
κda
†a. In the weak case,

we add one-photon loss L1 =
√
κ1a in addition to L2 and

Ld. Note: [L2, P ] = [Ld, P ] = 0 and {L1, P} = 0, which
justifies our classification. For both strong- and weak-
symmetric dissipation, we expect a phase transition from
an unbroken phase in the limit of small driving λ/ω � 1
to a broken phase in the limit of large driving λ/ω �
1, with a nonzero Z2-broken order parameter 〈a〉 in the
steady state.

We uncover the phase diagram using two independent
methods that agree: (1) a solution for the order param-
eter and (2) an expression for the dissipative gap. The
expectation value of the order parameter a satisfies

d

dt
〈a〉 = −2iλ〈a†〉 − (iω + κ1 + κd)〈a〉 − 2κ2〈a†a2〉, (4)

where the right-hand-side follows from ∂t〈a〉 = Tr[aL(ρ)].
To determine the steady-state expectation value, we set
∂t〈a〉ss = 0 and check which parameter regime produces
non-trivial solutions for 〈a〉ss ≡ α. In the mean-field
approximation, 〈a†a2〉 ≈ |α|2α, which is justified when
|α|2 (the cavity photon population) is large. The critical
boundary satisfies (κ1 + κd)/ω =

√
4(λ/ω)2 − 1, with

a cavity photon population |α|2 = [
√

4λ2 − ω2 − (κ1 +
κd)]/(2κ2) and arg[α] = arccos[−ω/(2λ)]/2 in the broken
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FIG. 1. (a) Phase diagram for the model in Eq. (3) with one-
photon loss κ1 in the limit κ2 = κd = 0. Integers indicate
the dimension of the steady-state manifold. (b) Analytical
expression for the dissipative gap (red line) and numerical
spectrum (black dots) in the unbroken phase for κ2 = κd =
0, κ1/ω = 2. The dissipative gap closes as the phase boundary
at λ/ω =

√
5/2 ≈ 1.2 is approached. (c) Strong transition:

Decay rate of the 4 modes with the longest lifetime; 2 modes
are always pinned to zero and the other 2 are degenerate. A 2-
to-4 transition occurs near λ/ω = 0.5 (purple dashed line) in
the limit N →∞, in agreement with the phase diagram. κ1 =
0, λ/κ2 = N,κd/ω = 0.01. (d) Weak transition: Decay rate of
the 2 modes with the longest lifetime. Dashed lines emphasize
a lack of exact two-fold degeneracy present in (c). A 1-to-2
transition is observed. λ/κ2 = N,κ1/ω = 0.02, κd/ω = 0.01.

phase. The steady-state population of photons diverges
as λ/κ2 ≡ N →∞, which represents the thermodynamic
limit for this model [54, 56, 60, 61]. Fig. 1(a) presents
the phase diagram for κ2 = 0; the mean-field equation
is exact in this limit. Both weak (κ1 6= 0) and strong
(κ1 = 0) models indeed exhibit a transition characterized
by a Z2-broken order parameter 〈a〉ss.

We show that the dissipative gap closes at the crit-
ical boundary for κ2 = κd = 0. In this (thermody-
namic) limit, L is quadratic in Bose operators, hence we
can calculate the dissipative gap in the unbroken phase:
∆g = −Re[κ1 +

√
4λ2 − ω2] (see Supplemental Material

(SM) [62]). Setting ∆g = 0 leads to a phase boundary
which is identical to the mean-field analysis plotted in
Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) plots the expression for ∆g along
with a numerical calculation of the Lindblad spectrum
{Λ}. We expect an extensive number of modes to touch
zero at the critical point λ ≈ 1.1, but our numerics are
limited by a finite Hilbert space. Similar results were
recently reported in a related model [63].

Away from this exactly-solvable limit, i.e. κ2 6= 0
and/or κd 6= 0, we use numerical exact diagonalization to
examine the steady-state dimension across the boundary.
Fig. 1(c) probes the strong transition by plotting the four
spectral eigenvalues with the smallest decay rate. Indeed,

two of these are always pinned to zero due to the strong
symmetry, but two additional zero eigenvalues appear in
the broken phase. The transition occurs near values pre-
dicted by the phase diagram as the system approaches
the thermodynamic limit λ/κ2 = N → ∞. We repeat
the analysis for the weak transition in Fig. 1(d) by plot-
ting the two modes with the longest lifetimes and observe
a 1-to-2 transition. This confirms our general analysis in
Table I. The degeneracy at zero in the broken phase is
split by an exponentially small term ∼ exp(−N) (see SM
[62]).

The rest of our analysis will focus on the strongly-
symmetric model, setting κ1 = 0. We inspect the na-
ture of the steady states by writing down their exact
expressions in extreme limits. First consider the un-
broken phase ω 6= 0, λ = κd = 0. There are only two
eigenoperators of L with zero eigenvalue |0〉〈0| and |1〉〈1|.
The steady-state manifold reads ρss(x) = x|0〉〈0| + (1 −
x)|1〉〈1| for x ∈ [0, 1]. This represents a classical bit of
information, since only relative magnitudes of an initial
superposition are remembered, in agreement with Table
II.

Next consider the broken limit ω = κd = 0, λ 6=
0. Define the following coherent states |±α〉 =∑∞
n=0(±α)n|n〉/

√
n! where ±α = ±eiπ/4

√
λ/κ2. α

matches the mean-field result, defined up to a minus
sign degeneracy. Then any pure state of the form
|ψ〉 = ce |α〉e + co |α〉o will be a steady state, where we
define normalized even and odd “cat” coherent states
|α〉e,o ∝ |α〉 ± |−α〉 [64]. An arbitrary superposition
of these cat states is a steady state, an example of a
decoherence-free subspace (DFS) [22].

Passive error correction for cat qubits.—We now show
that a qubit encoded in the steady-state subspace of the
strong-broken phase benefits from passive error correc-
tion in the thermodyanamic limit λ/κ2 = N → ∞. We
have just seen that the limit κ1 = κd = ω = 0 hosts a
DFS spanned by cat states. We define L0 to be the Lind-
bladian at this point. Previous studies have suggested
that this coherent subspace could serve as a platform for
universal quantum computation that is intrinsically pro-
tected against dephasing errors [24]. Ref. [24] found that,
as |α|2 → ∞, an initially pure cat qubit, which encoun-
ters a dephasing term in the Lindbladian for a short time
(with respect to the inverse dissipative gap) will return
to its initial pure state after evolving the system with
L0. In this context, our analysis allows us to: (1) extend
the protection to errors that last an arbitrary amount of
time (cf. [65]), (2) understand the dynamics of the state
throughout the error process, and (3) classify the types
of errors that self correct via the environment. This has
direct experimental consequences for near-term quantum
computing with photonic cat states [57, 66–70].

We consider the following protocol: Initialize the sys-
tem in a pure state ρi = |ψ〉〈ψ|, |ψ〉 = ce|α〉e + co|α〉o,
which represents the qubit and satisfies L0(ρi) = 0.
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FIG. 2. (a) Fidelity of the initial and final states for the
quench protocol given in the main text with λ/κ2 = N,κd =
0, τqλ = 10, F (ρi, ρf ) = Tr[

√√
ρiρf
√
ρi]

2. Quenches to the
strong-broken phase (black dots) have a fidelity that tends to
one in the thermodynamic limit, while quenches to the strong-
unbroken phase (red dots) do not. (b) Same parameters as
in (a) with λ/ω = 2; the fidelity tends to one exponentially
fast in N . (c) A dephasing error κd/λ = 0.03, ω = 0, λ/κ2 =
N, τqλ = 10; again the fidelity is exponentially close to one.
(d) Purity of M [see Eq. (5)] for different quench times with
the same parameters as in (b) and N = 15. Dashed line is
the time scale set by the dissipative gap τg = ∆−1

g of L0 +L′.
Short quenches keep the system approximately pure, while
long quenches evolve the system to a mixed NS steady state.
Errors are correctable in both cases. For all figures, ce =
1/
√

2, co = i/
√

2.

Then quench the state with an “error” for an arbi-
trary time τq to obtain ρm = exp [(L0 + L′)τq](ρi). Fi-
nally, turn off the error and evolve the system with L0

for a long time such that it reaches its steady state:
ρf = limt→∞ exp [L0t](ρm). For what types of pertur-
bations L′ will ρf and ρi be equal?

In Fig. 2(a,b), we plot the fidelity F between the ini-
tial state and the final state for the protocol described
above with an error in the frequency, i.e. H ′ = ωa†a,
which either keeps the system in the strong-broken phase
(black dots) or moves it to the strong-unbroken phase
(red dots). The fidelity tends to one exponentially fast
in cavity photon number for a long quench time τq only
if the perturbation kept the system in the broken phase.
Fig. 2(c) shows a similar behavior in the presence of a
dephasing error: The qubit is able to perfectly correct
itself as N →∞.

We can understand this striking behavior by recalling
that the system is guaranteed to host a qubit steady state
structure in the N →∞ limit of the strong-broken phase.
Away from the special point L0 but within the strong-
broken phase, our numerics suggest that the steady-state
structure is a noiseless subsystem (NS) [71]: a qubit in
any state tensored with a fixed mixed state. In other

error strong? broken? correcting?

L′1 =
√
κ1a, λ/κ1 > 0.5 no yes no

H ′ = ωa†a, λ/ω < 0.5 yes no no

H ′ = ωa†a, λ/ω > 0.5 yes yes yes

L′d =
√
κda
†a, λ/κd > 0.5 yes yes yes

TABLE III. Examples of errors that can and cannot be pas-
sively corrected via evolution by L0 for the protocol given in
the main text. An error must preserve the strong symmetry
and keep the model in the broken phase in order for the final
state to match the initial one.

words, at any time after the introduction of the error,
the state has the form

ρm(τq) =

(
|ce|2 cec

∗
o

c∗eco |co|2
)
⊗M(τq) , (5)

where the qubit factor remains perfectly encoded in the
even/odd parity basis, while the state M(τq) interpolates
between the (pure) DFS steady state and the (mixed) NS
steady state. The purity of M(τq) for different quench
times is given in Fig. 2(d), corroborating this interpreta-
tion: Short quenches leave M approximately pure, while
long quenches allow it to equilibrate to a mixed steady
state (cf. [33]). In both cases, the initial qubit state
can be restored via evolution by L0. This decoupling
of the qubit from auxiliary modes is reminiscent of the
decoupling used in quantum-information-preserving sym-
pathetic cooling of trapped ions [72] and neutral atoms
[73], as well as in the nuclear-spin-preserving manipula-
tion of electrons in alkaline-earth atoms [74, 75]. The
SM [62] provides numerical evidence for the structure in
Eq. (5), including the NS steady-state of L0 + L′. The
SM [62] also shows perfect recovery of the fidelity for long
quenches via an independent method, i.e. using asymp-
totic projections [8].

The argument above relies on the presence of a qubit
steady-state structure for L0 + L′ in the large-N limit.
In its absence, the error will immediately cause the state
to lose information about the relative magnitude and/or
phase of ce, co, which define the qubit. We conjecture
that any error L′ which keeps the model in the strong-
broken phase can be passively corrected, which agrees
with Fig. 2(a). Table III provides a list of potential er-
rors. Our framework allows us to classify the terms that
are expected to self correct via the environment. Analyt-
ical proof of this conjecture requires an exact solution for
the steady states (including mixed-parity sectors) in the
entire strong-broken phase—an open direction for future
work.

Summary and outlook.— We uncover the distinction
between strong and weak symmetry-breaking transitions
in open systems and show that a qubit can be encoded
into the steady state of the strong-broken phase. This
qubit benefits from passive error correction: Any error
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induced on the qubit via a symmetric term that preserves
the dissipative gap can be fixed by evolving with the en-
vironment in the thermodynamic limit.

While we have studied a Z2-symmetric system—the
two-photon cat code—a Zn-symmetric model should host
a similarly protected qunit in the strong-broken phase.
Our symmetry-breaking analysis should also apply to re-
lated examples in Dicke-model physics [35], multi-mode
systems [76], and molecular platforms [77]. Finding pro-
tected qubits and strong symmetry-breaking transitions
in models with a local finite-dimensional Hilbert space
(e.g. a driven-dissipative Ising model [44, 45]) remains
an interesting question for future work.

Our predictions regarding qubit stability in the strong-
broken phase should be observable using available exper-
imental setups. Cat qubits of light encoded in supercon-
ducting resonators with dominant two-photon loss chan-
nels have enjoyed recent success [57, 66–70]. It would
be interesting to perform the (ω) quench protocol out-
lined in this paper (e.g. by quenching the pump-cavity
detuning). The driven-dissipative transition can then be
determined by probing qubit fidelity. Our predictions
can also be tested by engineering two-phonon loss [4] and
two-phonon drive [78] for a motional mode of a trapped
ion.

Strong dissipative transitions may also represent a fun-
damentally new class of non-equilibrium criticality. To
our knowledge, all previous studies of non-equilibrium
transitions fall into the category of weak symmetry
breaking. An important question remains to examine
the critical exponents of strong transitions [79].

In closed quantum systems, symmetry-breaking transi-
tions can be dual to topological transitions. For example,
the transverse-field Ising model undergoes a symmetry-
breaking transition that maps to a topological transi-
tion in a fermionic (Kitaev) chain [80]. Recent efforts
have generalized different aspects of topological matter
to open systems [81–86]; in particular, zero-frequency
edge modes with a finite lifetime can be protected via
a frequency gap [87]. An open question remains whether
a dissipative topological phase can be characterized by
edge modes with zero decay rate. The resulting qubit
steady state structure would be immune to all local er-
ror channels that preserve the dissipative gap. Such a
model remains elusive, representing an exciting avenue
for future research.
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In Sec. 1, we analytically show that the dissipative gap closes at the critical point by utilizing an exact solution
for the Lindblad spectrum [Fig. 1(b) in the main text]. Sec. 2 exhibits numerical evidence for a noiseless subsystem
steady state in the strong-broken phase (away from L0). Sec. 3 tracks the evolution of the state throughout the error
protocol in the main text. We show numerical evidence for the state structure defined in Eq. (5) of the main text
for errors which keep the model in the strong-broken phase. Sec. 4 uses the asymptotic projection method to confirm
perfect fidelity recovery in the thermodynamic limit, in agreement with the direct numerical evolution discussed in
the main text.

1. CLOSING OF THE DISSIPATIVE GAP AT THE CRITICAL POINT

We show that an extensive number of spectral eigenvalues touch zero at the critical boundary [Fig. 1(a) in the main
text] when approaching from the unbroken phase in the thermodynamic limit. We utilize Prosen’s “third quantization”
technique which allows us to fully diagonalize a quadratic Lindbladian [88, 89]. For the Hamiltonian (3) in the presence

of one-photon loss only (i.e. the weak transition), the Lindbladian can be expressed as L = ε+β
†
+β
′
+ + ε−β

†
−β
′
−, where

β are bosonic superoperators satisfying generalized commutation relations [β′i, β
†
j ] = δij . These excite a quantum

of “complex energy” ε± = −κ1 ±
√

4λ2 − ω2, where the (unique) steady state is annihilated by all quasiparticles

β′±ρss = 0, and the many-body spectrum is built from these single-particle excitations L[(β†+)n(β†−)mρss] = (nε+ +

mε−)[(β†+)n(β†−)mρss]. The single-particle spectrum touches zero at κ1/ω =
√

4(λ/ω)2 − 1, which coincides with the
emergence of a non-zero order parameter (see main text). This implies that an infinite number of eigenvalues of L are
zero at the critical point of the weak transition from 1 steady state to 2 steady states. We plot both the single-particle
spectrum and match it with many-body numerics in Fig. S1. [Fig. S1(a) and Fig. 1(b) are equivalent; here we plot
the real and imaginary parts side by side.] The numerical spectrum deviates from analytical predictions only near
the critical boundary due to truncation of the Hilbert space dimension. Note that the analytical and numerical plots
are only valid in the unbroken phase. The steady state has an infinite number of photons in the broken phase, hence
any finite-size Hilbert space will not produce a converged spectrum. Finite-size scaling [Fig. 1(d)] suggests that two
eigenvalues are exponentially close to zero in the weak-broken phase with a dissipative gap to the rest of the modes.
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FIG. S1. Analytical single-particle spectrum (red lines) and numerical many-body spectrum (black dots) with κ1/ω = 2, κ2 =
κd = 0. The many-body spectrum comes in integer multiples of the single-particle excitations. As the system approaches
the critical point from the unbroken phase, the single-particle spectrum touches zero at the phase boundary λ/ω ≈ 1.1. The
numerical spectrum starts to deviate from the analytical predictions near the transition due to truncation of the Hilbert space
dimension dHilbert = 70. We plot up to 25 eigenvalues closest to zero for clarity.
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2. NOISELESS SUBSYSTEM IN THE STRONG-BROKEN PHASE

We demonstrate that the model described in the main text possesses a qubit steady-state structure in the thermo-
dynamic limit of the strong-broken phase. In particular, we will show that the four right eigenoperators with zero
eigenvalue can be written in the form rµν = |µ〉 〈ν| ⊗ z with (µ, ν) ∈ (+,−). This is called a noiseless subsystem (NS)
if z is mixed, and a decoherence-free subspace (DFS) if z is pure [7, 22, 71].

The four steady-state right eigenoperators belonging to the different parity sectors are

rF++ =

(
s++ 0

0 0

)
, rF−− =

(
0 0
0 s−−

)
, rF+− =

(
0 s+−
0 0

)
, rF−+ =

(
0 0
s−+ 0

)
(S1)

in the Fock basis [|0〉 , |2〉 , |4〉 , . . . , |1〉 , |3〉 , |5〉 , . . .]T . They each satisfy L(r) = 0 (in the thermodynamic limit).
Since s++, s−− are guaranteed to be Hermitian matrices, we can diagonalize them via a unitary transformation
U = Diag[U+, U−] which relates the Fock basis to the diagonal basis rdi = U†rFi U . In this new basis, the eigenoperators
are

rd++ =

(
z++ 0

0 0

)
, rd−− =

(
0 0
0 z−−

)
, rd+− =

(
0 z+−
0 0

)
, rd−+ =

(
0 0
z−+ 0

)
, (S2)

where z++, z−− are diagonal by construction, and z+−, z−+ are diagonal in the thermodynamic limit. We will show
that z++ = z−− = z+− = z−+ in this limit, which implies that the system hosts a NS or a DFS.

In the special limit ω = κd = κ1 = 0, λ 6= 0, κ2 6= 0, any pure superposition of even and odd cat states remains
steady, as discussed in the main text. Thus z++ = z−− = z+− = z−+ = Diag[1, 0, 0, 0, . . .], which implies a DFS.

We now consider a parameter regime away from this limit but within the strong-broken phase. We start by adding
dephasing: ω = κ1 = 0, κd 6= 0, λ 6= 0, κ2 6= 0. We will numerically show that the z matrices are equal and not
pure. For the matrix distance, we choose the trace distance Dt(A,B) = Tr[

√
(A−B)2]/2. In Fig. S2(a,b), we plot

Dt(z++, z−−) and Dt(z++, z+−) as the system approaches the thermodynamic limit λ/κ2 = N → ∞. Indeed, we
find that the matrices z++, z−−, z+− all converge to a single matrix as N is increased. (z+− and z−+ are related
by Hermiticity.) Additionally, in Fig. S2(c), we show that z++ is a non-pure matrix with elements that fall off as
(z++)ii ∼ exp [−i]. The purity of z++ degrades with N (not shown). We conclude that the system tends to a noiseless
subsystem in the thermodynamic limit, since the z±± all converge to a single non-pure matrix. [For completeness, in
Fig. S2(d), we show that the smallest eigenvalue in the off-diagonal sector indeed tends to zero exponentially quickly
with N . The steady-state degeneracy is split by an exponentially small factor, characteristic of symmetry-breaking
transitions.]

We repeat this analysis in the limit of no dephasing but non-zero ω: κd = κ1 = 0, ω 6= 0, λ 6= 0, κ2 6= 0. Fig. S3
shows that the z±± converge to a single non-pure matrix in the thermodynamic limit, similar to the case of dephasing.
We therefore conclude that a generic model in the strong-broken phase possesses a noiseless subsystem, whilst a
decoherence-free subspace exists at a special point L0 in the phase diagram.
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FIG. S2. Parameters: λ/κ2 = N,κd/λ = 0.03, ω = κ1 = 0, i.e. non-zero dephasing. (a,b) The trace norm Dt(A,B) =

Tr[
√

(A−B)2]/2 between the different right eigenoperators with zero eigenvalue goes to zero in the thermodynamic limit
N →∞. (c) Diagonal matrix elements of z++ for N = 20. The matrix is not pure, with elements scaling as (z++)ii ∼ exp [−ci]
for some c > 0. (d) The off-diagonal symmetry sector of the Lindbladian acquires an eigenvalue of zero as N →∞. Here Λ+−
is the smallest eigenvalue in the off-diagonal sector.
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FIG. S3. Parameters: λ/κ2 = N,ω/λ = 0.5, κd = κ1 = 0. (a,b) The trace norm between the different right eigenoperators
with zero eigenvalue goes to zero in the thermodynamic limit N →∞. (c) Diagonal matrix elements of z++ for N = 20. The
matrix is not pure, with elements scaling as (z++)ii ∼ exp [−ci] for some c > 0. (d) The off-diagonal symmetry sector of the
Lindbladian acquires an eigenvalue of zero as N →∞. Here Λ+− is the smallest eigenvalue in the off-diagonal sector.

3. EVOLUTION FROM DECOHERENCE-FREE SUBSPACE TO NOISELESS SUBSYSTEM

We now track the state throughout the error protocol described in the main text for both dephasing errors and
Hamiltonian-frequency errors. Our analysis will confirm that the state can be written as a qubit tensored with a
mixed state thoughout the entire quench protocol, i.e. the structure described in Eq. (5) in the main text.

We prepare the system in a pure steady state of L0:

ρi =

(
|ce|2 cec

∗
o

c∗eco |co|2
)

(S3)

in the basis of even and odd cat states |α〉e , |α〉o , where |ce|2 + |co|2 = 1 and L0(ρi) = 0. We evolve this initial state
with an error to a “middle” state

ρm(τq) = e(L0+L′)τqρi. (S4)

We wish to show that this middle state can be written in the form

ρm(τq) =

(
|ce|2 cec

∗
o

c∗eco |co|2
)
⊗M (S5)

for some M which is not necessarily pure.
We numerically solve for ρm(τq) via Eq. (S4) for arbitrary quench times and L0 + L′ in the strong-broken phase.

We then split the matrix up into symmetry sectors in the Fock basis ρm = |ce|2ρF++ + |co|2ρF−− + (cec
∗
oρ
F
+− + h.c.).

The four operators belonging to the different parity sectors are

ρF++ =

(
x++ 0

0 0

)
, ρF−− =

(
0 0
0 x−−

)
, ρF+− =

(
0 x+−
0 0

)
, ρF−+ =

(
0 0

x−+ 0

)
(S6)

in the Fock basis [|0〉 , |2〉 , |4〉 , . . . , |1〉 , |3〉 , |5〉 , . . .]T . Since x++, x−− are guaranteed to be Hermitian matrices, we can
diagonalize them via a unitary transformation V = Diag[V+, V−] which relates the Fock basis to the diagonal basis
ρdi = V †ρFi V . In this new basis, the eigenoperators are

ρd++ =

(
M++ 0

0 0

)
, ρd−− =

(
0 0
0 M−−

)
, ρd+− =

(
0 M+−
0 0

)
, ρd−+ =

(
0 0

M−+ 0

)
, (S7)

where all the Ms are diagonal by construction. We now show that all Ms converge to a single matrix in the
thermodynamic limit, confirming the form of Eq. (S5).

We plot the trace distance between the different Ms for both short and long quench times τqλ ∈ [10−2, 102]. In
Fig. S4, we consider a quench in the dephasing strength. Indeed, the trace distance between the different Ms goes to
zero exponentially fast as a function of N , which suggests that the ansatz in Eq. (S5) is correct in the limit N →∞.
We also track the purity of this matrix: At quench times that are short compared to the timescale set by the dissipative
gap (red line), the middle state remains approximately pure, whilst longer quenches imply that the system settles into
its new steady state, which is mixed (see previous section). Analogous behavior is observed for a quench in frequency
(Fig. S5).
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FIG. S4. Parameters: λ/κ2 = N,κd/λ = 0.03, ω = κ1 = 0, ce = 1/
√

2, co = i/
√

2. (a) The trace distance between M++ and
M−− goes to zero exponentially fast in N . (b) Analogous behavior is observed for M++ and M+−. (c) N = 15, the red line
is the time scale set by the inverse dissipative gap τg = ∆−1

g of L0 + L′. The state is approximately pure for short quenches
compared to this time scale, while it settles to its (mixed) steady-state value for quenches longer than this timescale.
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FIG. S5. Parameters: λ/κ2 = N,ω/λ = 0.5, κd = κ1 = 0, ce = 1/
√

2, co = i/
√

2. (a) The trace distance between M++ and
M−− goes to zero exponentially fast in N . (b) Analogous behavior is observed for M++ and M+−. (c) N = 15, the red line
is the time scale set by the inverse dissipative gap τg = ∆−1

g of L0 + L′. The state is approximately pure for short quenches
compared to this time scale, while it settles to its (mixed) steady-state value for quenches longer than this timescale.

4. ASYMPTOTIC PROJECTION

We verify the perfect recovery of the fidelity observed in Fig. 2 of the main text via the asymptotic projection
method [8]. Fig. 2 shows that qubit cat states will self correct via the environment if L0 + L′ remains in the strong
symmetry-broken phase. This behavior can be understood via perturbation theory for short quenches (compared to
the time scale set by the dissipative gap) [24]. Here, we consider long quench times where the system evolves into
the steady state of L0 +L′. Remarkably, such a drastic error can still be passively corrected via the environment L0.
We provide simple expressions relating the initial, intermediate, and final states by projecting onto the corresponding
steady state manifolds.

Defining our initial state as ρi, we evolve it with an error (L0 + L′) to a “middle” state ρm(τq) = e(L0+L′)τqρi. We
then evolve the state with L0 for an infinite time to reach the final state ρf (τq) = limτ→∞ eL0τρm(τq). We will discuss
how ρi,m,f relate to one another in this protocol when τq is much longer than the inverse dissipative gap of L0 + L′.

We first prepare the system in a pure steady state of L0,

ρi = |a|2r0++ + |b|2r0−− + a∗br0+− + ab∗r0−+, (S8)

where r0++ = |α〉e 〈α|e, r0−− = |α〉o 〈α|o, r0+− = |α〉e 〈α|o, r0−+ = |α〉o 〈α|e; |α〉e/o is the even/odd cat state, and

L0(r0±±) = 0. To find ρm, it is useful to define the right and left eigenoperators of the error:

(L0 + L′)(r̃j) = Λ̃j(r̃j), (L†0 + L′†)(l̃j) = Λ̃∗j (l̃j), (S9)

where the spectrum {Λ̃} and eigenoperators determine the dynamics under L0 + L′. Assuming that the error keeps
the system in the strong-broken phase, we know that two eigenvalues will be exactly zero Λ̃0

++ = Λ̃0
−− = 0 and two

eigenvalues will be exponentially close to zero Λ̃0
+− = (Λ̃0

−+)∗ ∼ e−N . We label the eigenvalue of the first “excited”
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FIG. S6. Scaling of |1 − γf | as a function of N for (a) a dephasing error λ/κ2 = N,κd/λ = 0.03 and (b) a frequency error
λ/κ2 = N,ω/λ = 0.03. γf approaches one exponentially fast in N for both cases.

state (above these four) as Λ̃g, which sets the dissipative gap in the thermodynamic limit. The exact expression for
ρm(τq) reads

ρm(τq) =
∑
j

exp[Λ̃jτq]Tr[l̃†jρi]r̃j , (S10)

where we have used the orthogonality relation Tr[l̃†j r̃k] = δjk. −Re[Λ̃−1j ] sets the lifetime of each eigenoperator.

Consider a quench time that obeys −Re[Λ̃−1g ] � τq � −Re[(Λ̃0
+−)−1] ∼ eN . This quench is long enough for the

system to relax into the new steady state but not so long that coherences are lost. In this regime, ρm will tend to the
following matrix tm

lim
N→∞

ρm(τq) = tm, tm = |a|2r̃0++ + |b|2r̃0−− +
[
a∗bγmr̃

0
+− + h.c.

]
, γm = Tr

[
(l̃0+−)†r0+−

]
. (S11)

If τq is longer than −Re[Λ̃−1g ], then all excitations will vanish and we will be left with the projection onto
the steady-state manifold of the error. We have confirmed this numerically by doing the full time evolution
ρm = exp [(L+ L′)τq]ρi and comparing the resulting matrix with tm. Indeed, the trace distance Dt(ρm, tm) =

Tr[
√

(ρm − tm)2]/2) goes to zero exponentially quickly in N . We have thus found a simple expression for ρm(τq) for
this range of τq.

Having understood the structure of this intermediate state, ρm ≈ tm, we now project this state back onto the
steady-state manifold of L0. Without any additional approximations, the resulting state is

lim
N→∞

ρf = |a|2r0++ + |b|2r0−− + γfa
∗br0+− + γ∗fab

∗r0−+, γf = Tr[(l̃0+−)†r0+−]Tr[(l0+−)†r̃0+−]. (S12)

We see that the final state is very simply related to the initial state via the γf parameter in Eq. (S12). Moreover,
numerically we observe that γf approaches 1 exponentially fast in the thermodynamic limit, depicted in Fig. S6 for
both the case of (a) κd 6= 0 and (b) ω 6= 0. (We have also checked that γm approaches 1 in the same limit.) This
implies that the final state ρf is indeed expected to return to its initial (pure) state ρi in the thermodynamic limit.

Structure of the left eigenoperators l̃

In Sec. 3 and earlier in this Section, we saw that the initial state settles into the noiseless subsystem of the
intermediate Lindbladian L0+L′ without losing any coherences as N →∞. We would like to find a simple explanation
for this behavior. This evolution would be accounted for (in the limit N → ∞) if the left eigenoperators of L0 + L′
with zero eigenvalue are equal to the identity in each symmetry sector, since, in this case, γm = Tr[(l0+−)†r̃0+−] =
Tr[s̃0+−] = Tr[z̃0+−] = 1 where in the last step we have used Tr[z̃0+−] = Tr[z̃0++] = 1. (See Sec. 2 for definitions of
r, s, z.) We will show that this is indeed true. Splitting up the left eigenoperators into symmetry sectors, we have

l̃F++ =

(
y++ 0

0 0

)
, l̃F−− =

(
0 0
0 y−−

)
, l̃F+− =

(
0 y+−
0 0

)
, l̃F−+ =

(
0 0
y−+ 0

)
. (S13)

As before, we are in the Fock basis [|0〉 , |2〉 , |4〉 , . . . , |1〉 , |3〉 , |5〉 , . . .]T . Then y++ = y−− = I since any arbitrary
initial state must have unit overlap with the steady-state solutions with non-zero trace. Now we switch from the Fock
basis to the diagonal basis of r, rdi = U†rFi U , l̃di = U† l̃Fi U , and obtain

l̃d++ =

(
q++ 0

0 0

)
, l̃d−− =

(
0 0
0 q−−

)
, l̃d+− =

(
0 q+−
0 0

)
, l̃d−+ =

(
0 0
q−+ 0

)
. (S14)
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FIG. S7. Plot of a 10 × 10 block of q+−; all elements are real. Parameters: κ2/λ = 1/N, κd/λ = 0.03, ω = κ1 = 0. As the
system approaches the thermodynamic limit, the matrix tends to the identity.
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FIG. S8. Plot of a 10× 10 block of q+−; all elements are real. Parameters: κ2/λ = 1/N, ω/λ = 0.5, κd = κ1 = 0. As the system
approaches the thermodynamic limit, the matrix tends to the identity.

Again, q++ = q−− = I; we shall now probe the structure of the off-diagonal matrix q+−.
In this basis, the four right eigenoperators r of L0+L′ with zero eigenvalue are just a single diagonal matrix z in each

of the four symmetry quadrants in the thermodynamic limit (see Sec. 2). This matrix z is not pure, and in principle
has infinite rank although its eigenvalues fall off exponentially quickly as a function of the index, i.e. zjj ∼ e−cj for
some c > 0. In the case of a noiseless subsystem with full rank z, Ref. [90] proved that the corresponding conserved
quantity must be the identity in each symmetry sector for a finite-dimensional Hilbert space. Since our bosonic model
has an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, these results do not immediately apply. Nevertheless, we numerically show
that the conserved quantities approach the identity in the thermodynamic limit.

In Fig. S7, we plot the elements of a 10 × 10 block of the matrix q+− for the case of non-zero dephasing. Indeed,
we find that the matrix tends to the identity as we approach the thermodynamic limit. The matrix q+− acquires
off-diagonal terms at entries where the corresponding matrix elements z′jj are small, i.e. we are limited by numerical
precision. Analogous behavior is observed for the case of non-zero ω, depicted in Fig. S8. So indeed we expect
limN→∞ q+− = I for the full rank noiseless subsystem. This explains why ρi does not lose coherences when relaxing
into the steady state of L0 + L′.
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